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Mauritius

Heaven is a copy of this island
Mark Twain



A Foggy day in London Town
Michael Bublé



And through foggy 
London Town the sun 
was shining everywhere



Land of golden opportunities

1981-2021 

40 years of detecting Air 
Pollution



The must have convenience when living in Canada



The Inconvenient Truth about parkades



Alberta Building Code : 6.2.2.3.1(a)

Ventilation of Storage Garages

1) “An enclosed garage shall have a mechanical ventilation system 

designed to:

a) Limit the concentration of carbon monoxide to not more than 100 

parts per million of air when measured between 900 mm to 1200 

mm from the floor, 



The lucky Escape 
that changed 

everything

Canada Place 
Edmonton



The Hidden Truth 
about This Sensor

• Reacts to almost everything

• Very  Inacurate

• Save money for the customers

• Made money for service 
providers



The Regulations Do Not Protect People

• The building code for parkades is focus on energy efficiency not 
health and safety of occupants. 

• The code contradicts the occupational health and safety exposure 
regulations for carbon monoxide.

• The new WHO recommendation for acceptable 24 hours CO average 
level is 2.6 ppm



Bring back the 
Canary!



The Search for a better sensor technology

City University



The Search for a better sensor technology

James Short ParkadeCentennial Parkade Calgary



We found the 
better sensor 

technology!

• Accurate

• Does not react 
to humidity

• Long Life

• Cost!!



The Search for a manufacturing Partner



Show me the money







The Year of Reckoning





The Event that will change Air Quality over London?



Most Canadians 
think this is a 

foreign problem





Guess who 
call me after 
releasing this 

YouTube 
video?





Selling reality 
or myth



Message in a 
bottle

An SOS 
to the 
world



Canadians spend 
over 90% of their 
time indoors. Like 
living in a box!

The InmosphereTM

is more important 
for our health that 
the atmosphere 
outside our window



Lessons Lessons from an undercover boss an 
undercover technician

• Change Attitude

• Idling 

• Technology

• Crying wolf

Extreme high Level of 
CO?

False Alarm?

Excessive Idling?



When and What causes high level of CO in Parkades?



Making the 
Invisible 

Visible

Making the invisible visible



Air Quality at 25ppm Ventilation Trigger





A New Vision

Protect Every Breath we take

•Optimizing the ventilation system 
to rebalance Air Quality and Energy 
Efficiency.

• Reliable loud audible alarm.

• Visual ppm reading.

• No-Idling Awareness.

A New Vision 

To Protect 
People



Thinking outside and 
inside the box



The greatest 
air purifier
in the universe

The earth has been cleaning pollutants from the air for billions of years.
• Light energy and moisture in the air (humidity) create air purifying ions
• These ions breakdown and neutralise pollutants, viruses, bacteria and odours

Toxins, such as nitrogen dioxide (NO2) are split into harmless atoms; nitrogen and oxygen.

Slide Credit: Airlite



Photocatalysis replicates 
these natural reactions in 
our built environment

Photocatalysis copies 
nature, producing the 
same purifying ions.

These ions breakdown 
and neutralize pollutants, 
viruses, bacteria and 
odours.

Toxins revert to harmless 
by-products, exactly as in 
nature.

OH

OH + Pollutant

CO2 + H2O + Inert Salts

Nature is the best recycler



Photocatalysis replicates 
these natural reactions in 
our built environment

Trees and Photocatalysis

Credit to 
Dr. Akira Fujishima, 
Tokyo University of 
Science



TiO2

Titanium dioxide is a very 
white, opaque compound, 
used as a pigment in 
paints, plastics and paper. 
It is also used to produce 
toothpaste, sunscreen and 
cosmetics.

Titanium dioxide is often 
used to whiten a wide 
range of products, from 
paint and textiles to paper. 
This whiteness is due to 
the fact that titanium oxide 
absorbs ultraviolet rays 
and reflects 96% of light –
why it makes our white 
walls whiter, and why it is 
used in sunscreen



Photocatalysis Discovery

1791 - English chemist and 
mineralogist William Gregor –
who named the new element 
“Gregorite”

1795 - German chemist 
Martin Heinrich Klaproth, who 
named it titanium after the 
“Titans” of Greek mythology.

1911 - German chemist Dr. 
Alexander Eibner

1964 - now

Discovery: 230 Years ago

Modern Activity: +55 Years

Nano Technology



Photocatalysis 
Use



Photocatalysis Use



Photocatalysis Use
Bouygues Construction designs, builds 
and operates projects in 
the sectors of building, 
civil works and energies 
and services. 

Bouygues Construction 
with 58,000 employees 
in more than 60 
countries

EPD data Leading Trade 
Paint

Treatment Impact

VOCs 8g/l <0.1g/l* -98.8%

Total for one classroom 170g <2.6g -167g

Hazardous Waste 0.17kg/m2 0.00kg/m2 -100%

Total for one classroom 54.5kg 0.0kg -54.5kg

Global Warming 
Potential

0.31kg CO2-
eq/m2

0.11kg CO2-
eq/m2 -62.7%

Total for one classroom 99.2kg 35.2kg -64.0kg



Credibility

Recognition by Major Brands



Paint a catalyst on your wall



Practical Solution

by

Collaborate with us to Protect Every Breath we Take

Synthetic Sun Light Transforming Passive Surfaces into
Active Elements of Healthy Buildings

Optimizing detection & ventilation 
to minimize indoor pollution

Painting a catalyst on the wall

Bonus: Kill the virus and save energy



The Island of Mauritius

The Air That I Breathe
The HolliesIf I could make a wish

No cars, No pollution, No noise
What more could I ask
Sometimes, all I need is the air 
that I breathe
And to love nature


